address the issue of shuffling loads in Automated StoragelRetrieval System (ASIRS). To minimize the response time of retrievals, we pre-sort the loads into any spdfied locations. ID, 2D and 3D AS/RS racks have been designed to achieve the shuming efficiently. The corresponding shuffling algorithms are described in detail. The response time of retrieval, the lower and upper bounds of energy consumption are also derived. Results of the analysis and numerical experiments show that the shuffling algorithms are quite eflicient indeed.
I. INTRODUCTION Automated StorageRetrieval System (ASRS) is
computer-controlled storage systems that can automatically store and retrieve loads with high throughput. Conventional ASRS typically uses stacker cranes for reaching and accessing the storage cells. However, stacker cranes are only suitable for a certain range of task loads. To handle certain types of cargo (e.g. extra heavy loads [I]) at high speed, it is necessary to employ new Storage/Retrieval ( S R ) mechanism in which vertical movement and horizontal movement of loads are carried out by separate devices, namely, the vertical platforms (VPs) and the horizontal platforms (HPs). For convenience, we shall refer to the new types of ASRS as the splif-plarform AS/RS, or SP-AS/RS for short. One design of this kind of AS/RS is illustrated in Fig. I . Two ASKS manufacturers have confmed that this new design is both mechanically and economically feasible. Detailed information about it can be found in [l] .
For ASRS, it should store and retrieve loads in the shortest possible time period. Compared with storage, the quick response of retrievals is often more critical. This is because when a load is to be stored into an ASRS rack, it can he put into any empty storage cell. While for retrieval, only the designated one is valid. How to retrieve loads as quickly as possible? A vety natural solution is that since we generally know the retrieval sequence in advance, we can shuffle (presort) the loads to specified locations to minimize the response time of retrieval. However, very little information about load shuffling can be found in the literature.
Our formulation of the shuffling problem is analogous to the sorting of data items where the loads in an ASRS rack are analogous to the data items in an array. However, there is a hndamental difference between the two problems. In the conventional data sorting problem, two pieces of data items, disregarding their separation in the array, can be swapped in a constant amount of time. For the load shuffling, because the ASK3 platforms carry out the sorting operations, the time for swapping two loads depend on the actual distance between them. Therefore, the merits of ASRS control algorithms are measured mainly by the time and the energy required for the platforms to carry out the moves.
The contrihutions of this paper are three-fold: (I) The abstraction of the new problem; formulation and the approach to the problem. (2) The new rack configurations for load shuffling. (3) The provably efficient load shuffling algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I1 considers the design of ID, 2D and 3D ASRS racks for efficient shuffling. Section 111 is dedicated to the shuffling algorithms for ID, 2D and 3D racks, respectively. The shuffling algorithms are evaluated in Section IV. In Section V, we analyze the response time of retrieval for a 2D rack. In Section VI, the lower and upper hounds of energy required for loads retrieval in a 2D ASKS rack are calculated. Section VI1 gives a brief summary and directions for future research. 
STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS OF ASRS FOR SHUFFLING
First we will describe the structure and operations for a ID rack, and this can act as the basis for later derivations.
A. ID Rack
Consider the configuration of a ID rack shown in Fig. 2 . (1) There are in total (A'+]/ cells numbered from 1 to N+1. The frst N cells are for storing loads. The (N+I)-th, i.e. the rightmost cell is initially empty, and it is the initial location of the HOLE. The HOLE is used to temporarily store loads during the shuffling operation.
(2) There is one platform, which can move a load among the cells. We assume that the initial position of the platform is at the HOLE. Definition l(step) A step is defined to be the process of moving a load kom its original cell to its destination cell.
Let Cell(x) denote the x-th cell, and Load(x) denote the load whose destination cell is Cell(x). Barring the trivial case where the origin cell coincides with the destination cell (i.e. the load is already in its target-cell and no actual move is needed), one step can he further elaborated in terms of the following detailed moves:
1) If the destination cell of Load(& is not presently empty, the platform fust moves kom its present dwell point to Cell(d); fetches the load in it and puts it into the HOLE.
2) The platform moves from the HOLE to Cell(x) that contains Load(&, and fetches it from Cell@) then moves it into Cell(d).
B. ZD Rack
Normally the research of mesh sorting is mainly to sort data among different processors, and the processors in the mesh have three different connection models. One is the twodimensional mesh-connected processor array. In this model, nxn processors are placed at the intersections of horizontal, and vertical grids, ,and each processor is connected to its four neighhors. Another mesh-type model is the mesh of bus. In this model, no local links exist between the neighboring processors. Instead, n row and n column buses are provided to the nxn mesh. Each processor is connected to a couple of (row and column) buses [2]. The last model is the combination of the fmt and second one, i.e. extra n row and n column buses are added to the two-dimensional mesh-connected processor Currently, it is more feasible to adopt the second option for ASRS rack design. Therefore, our design will be based on this model. Fig. 3 gives the structure of the 2D ASRS rack for load shuffling.
The difference between this new design and the one shown in Fig. 1 is that now each column has its'own vertical platform instead of the shared VP in one rack. While the H P s act as the horizontal buses, the VPs serve as the columnbuses.
At the same time, more~VO stations are provided to enable concurrent storage and retrieval of loads into the rack. The cells in the lowest row and the rightmost column are reserved as HOLES.
In our shuffling algorithm, the movement of the HPs and the VPs will not occur at the same time, so no platform conflict will happen.
Using the 2D ASRS rack, the storage operation may be finished in the following steps.
1) After being put on the VO station, of: the .correct column, the load is transferred from the VO station into the ~41. 2) The load is transferred kom the HOLE to the VP.
3) VP moves the load into the cell assigned to the load. This description is for one column. Actually with so many YO stations, the Vps can work concurrently to obtain high efficiency.
For the retrieval operation, the procedure is just the reversal. VP moves the load into the HOLE of the column, and then the load will he transferred to the U 0 station to be carried away.
C. 3 0 Rack
There are quite a lot of ways to design a 3D racks, and one possibility is to have a similar shucture to that of the 2D rack. In the 3D rack, each cell has three platforms to serve it. One is the so-called X-line platform, which is used to transfer a load along the X-line. The other two are the Y-line platform and the Z-line platform respectively. As in our shuffling algorithm, only the platforms of one direction run at a time, so no platform confliction will happen. Fig. 4 illustrates the basic idea of the structure of a 3D rack. loads, because swapping such loads can be time-and energy: consuming. The shuffling algorithm for ID, 2D and 3D racks are described in each sub-section.
In order to simplify our discussion and analysis of the problem, we assume that all the loads in our ASRS racks have unique destinations.
A. ID Rock Algorithm 1: 1D shuffling algorithm
The ID shuffling algorithm is described as follows: Proposition 1 Using the ID shuffling algorithm described in Algorithm 1, any initial permutation of N loads can he sorted in at most N steps. Proof: The proof is omitted here because it is quite straightforward.
B. 2DRack
We consider an ASRS rack with ( M i l ) rows and (A' +?, columns, and the cells in the lowest row and the rightmost column are reserved as HOLES. So the total number of loads in the rack is M x N, where Nand M represent the number of loads in a row and in a column, respectively. Each load is laheled as Load@, y) to represent the load's destination cell ID, where x is the load's destination row ID andy is its destination column ID. Let Cell(x, y ) denote the storage cell located at Row x and Column y in the ASRS rack. Supposing that we know the destination of each load before sorting, we can afford to pre-compute a solution off-line. We will present an off-line algorithm that allows all A4 x N loads to reach their destinations within ZN+Msteps. We will first prove the following lemma.
Proof: Let R(x ,y) denote the destination row ID of the load stored in Cell(x, y ) and S = {R(x,l)ll9 x 5 i -I}. We consider two cases. Case I . R(i,l) e S . In this case, a new row ID is found and the claim is true. Case 2. R(i,l) E S .In this case, we must show that a new row I D does exist.
According to ow assumption, each load in the rack has distinct destination cell ID. So for any rows ID r, there exist exactly N loads whose destination row IDS are r. In these i rows, altogether there are ixN loads. If no new row ID can be found in these i rows, even if all the loads with the, destination row ID belonging to S are in these i rows, there are (i-1)xN loads in the rows, because S contains only (i-I) row IDS. This contradicts to the fact that the number of loads in these i rows is ixN. As a result, a new row ID does exist in these i rows.
By using the following search algorithm, the new row ID can he found. Search algorithm: Exchange the load in Cell(a,l) and that in Cell(a,t), and a new row ID appears in Raw a. In order to retain the original row ID that Row a provides, the load in Cell(i,l) should exchange its position with the load stored in Cell(i,w) where R(i, w ) = a . Else go on with the search. Continue this procedure and the new row ID will appear in these i rows.
Armed with Lemma 1, we now prove Proposition 2. Proofi First consider Column I . Initially we assume {S = R(I,I)} , From Lemma 1, we can fmd a new row ID for Row 2 in Column I. Repeat this operation, all loads in Column 1 will have different row IDS.
Since Column 1 has been in the desired status, we consider Column 2. Now we are dealing with Mx(N-I) loads, hy assumption, they all have distinct destination cell Ids. It is clear that Column 2 can be made to contain loads with distinct row IDS. This procedure may he repeated, until finally the loads in each column have different row IDS.
Claim 1: Given any initial configuration of M x N loads as stated above, each load can be routed to its destination in three phases as given in Algorithm 2. The total number of steps is bounded by ZN+M. Proof: In Phase 1, the loads in the rows can be permuted such that they have different destination row IDS in each column. This can be achieved by using the M HF's simultaneously.
Then, in Phase 2, based on their destination row IDS, the loads in each column are permuted to their destination rows. This can be achieved by using the N VPs concurrently. Then in Phase 3, we can sort the loads in each row simultaneously. Now every load is in its final destination already. By using Algorithm 1, it is clear that each of Phase 1 and Phase 3 can be accomplished in N steps. Phase 2 can be accomplished in M steps. Hence, the total number of steps is bounded by ZN+M.
C. 3 0 Rack
In this section,, we consider the shuffling algorithm for a 3D ASRS rack as described in Section ILC. Again, we must prove that the permutation described in Phase 1 can he found and this is guaranteed by Proposition 3. In this section, we calculate upper bound and lower bound of the distances traversed by a platform to finish shuffling N loads in a 1D rack. It is the hasis for the corresponding calculations for 2D and 3D racks.
A. Upper Bound ofthe Distance Traversed by Platforms
Proposition 4 The total distance s traversed by the platform using Algorithm 1 satisfies the following inequality:
Proof: Because of space limitation, the reader is referred to [5] for the detailed proof. Since presently most ASRS racks are essentially 2D racks, in this section, we calculate the operation time to retrieve a hatch of M x N loads when they have been presorted.
A. Response Time Jor Retrieval Using the ID AS/RS
The notations used in this section are: N and Mare the numhers of VPs and HPs respectively; T,is the time for transferring a load kom a cell onto a plattom or vice versa. L and H denote the length and height of an ASRS cell.
Assume that the H P s travel at an average speed of V, while the VP travels at an average speed of V v . The 
B. Response Time Jor Retrieval without Shuffling
To conduct the retrieval time comparison, two kinds of ASRS rack configuration are considered. One rack configuration is the one illustrated in Fig. 1 , and henceforth we call it Configuration 1. The other is the 2D ASRS rack for shuffling and it is called Configuration 2.
(1) Configuration 1 Because in this configuration only one VP is provided, loads in the rack have to be retrieved one by one. Retrieval Improve-Retrieval Improvetime (sec.) ment (%) tlmc (sec.) mol (%) (2) Configuration 2 By using the 2D AS/RS shuffling rack, all the VPs are capable of operating concurrently. The retrieval time is entirely dependent on the loads' initial location distribution in the rack and their retrieval sequence. The case that shuffling can gain the most benefits is that all the loads are stored sequentially in the columns according to their retrieval sequence. It is clear that in this case, the VPs cannot work concurrently in order to guarantee the correct retrieval sequence. So shuffling the loads before the actual retrieval process can help to minimize the retrieval time.
C. Numerical Calculation
In this section, we compare the time to retrieve a batch of loads with shuffling or without shuffling under different rack configurations. In the experiments, the number of loads to be retrieved is the same as the number of storage cells in the rack and we calculated three cases. In the first case, loads are stored in the 2D ASRS rack for shuffling and have been sorted before retrieval. The second case deals with the loads under Configuration 1. The last case is to retrieve the unshuffled loads in the rack under Configuration 2. All the specifications used in the calculation are: a) The height of each cell is 4 . 5~ and the width is 4.5m.
b) The vertical platform travels at lm /sec and the horizontal platforms travel at 2 mlsec. c) The time to transfer a load between VP and HP or between HP and a cell is 15 seconds.
The nuinher of rows and columns listed in Table 1 exclude the row and column for the HOLEs.
From Table 1 , it is clear that compared with Configuration 1, on average the shuffling scheme can have 2122.1% improvement. Compaied with Configuration 2, the average improvement is about 1426.0%. The improvement scales up with the increased number of columns. This is because the shuffling scheme can provide more parallel operations for the VPs. It should be quite clear that hy presorting the loads, the retrieval time for a batch of loads could be drastically cut down.
VI. ANALYSIS O F THE ENERGY CONSUMFTION FOR SHUFFLING
Nowadays, energy has become more and more important issues in many applications. As we intend to handle extra We assume that the energy needed for picking up and that for depositing a load are the same, and all the loads have the same mass mW. Without loss of generality, we assume that M and N are even. Comparing the lower bound and upper bound, we can see that reducing the mass of HPs and VPs is a simple yet effective way to improve the energy efficiency.
VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the design of lD, 2D and 3D ASRS racks for shuming and also have described the algorithms for shuffling unit loads stored in these ASRS racks. The algorithms have been analyzed in terms of number of steps and energy-requirements. For 2D rack, we have also conducted numeric experiments to compare the performance of ASiRS with or without shuffling scheme. The results suggest that our algorithms are rather efficient for shuffling loads with our proposed rack design.
The ASlRS racks. presented here have been--specially optimized for the shuffling operations. (2) It will also be useful to derive more realistic models for energy consumption. (3) To optimize the search algorithm, and to determine the optimal move sequence since we know the original and destined loads distribution in the ASKS rack.
